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on-the-bank 
tackle tests

this month...

Dave Woodmansey has been 
a pleasure and specialist 
angler for over 40 years. He’s 
been testing new tackle as 
a full-time job every week 
for the last 18 years and has 
probably fished with more 
new kit than any other angler 
in the UK. Dave is passionate 
about angling and prides 
himself on helping readers 
with honesty and integrity.

Rod brand is better than ever
The Match Winner brand of Daiwa rods has 
been around for some time but it’s a minor 
miracle that they are improved every year. 

Redemption is at hand – P80
Five hundred quid is a lot to fork out for any 
item of kit in these straightened times but 
the new Maver Redemption pole is worth it.

Seatboxes from £100 – P82
The Image brand of boxes is brimming with 
loads of storage and practicality that show 
you don’t have to pay a fortune for quality. 

We reveal who wins 
our Product of the 
Month Award – Page 84

Match 
Winner for 

a reason

Daiwa Match winner 
9ft/10ft BoMB/feeDer 
(RRP £199.99) 
Daiwa Match winner 
11ft Pellet waggler  
(RRP £199.99)

D aiwa’s highly respected Match  
winner brand has been around for 
more than 20 years, but the match 
and leger rods keep getting better 

and better.
i’ve handled the pick of almost every new 

incarnation of this range, but the five new 
rods in the 2013 launch are outstanding.

The cream of the crop for me is the tiny, 
dual length, 9ft/10ft bomb/feeder rod that’s 
an absolute delight to use. some rods you buy 
and then use for the rest of your life. This is 
one such product.

First impressions of the supremely slender 
blank are that this is a tailor-made tool for 
spotting the shyest short-range silverfish 
bites. But, look at the 3lb-8lb reel line 
rating and you realize that the wizards in 
the Daiwa design office have weaved their 
magic to make a carbon creation that’s just 
as happy handling big F1s and even ‘proper’ 
commercial carp.

in 9ft mode this is a precision tool to deliver 
a half-ounce bomb right up a rat hole on an 
island feature, or plant a small feeder (ideally 
weighing up to 1.5oz) on a pinhead from just 
beyond pole range up to 30 yards.

add the foot-long dolly section and you’ll 
buy yourself  a few yards extra casting range 
or the ability to punch a payload through a 
facing wind. 

The blank really is pencil slim and will arc 
right round under full load without ripping 
out small hooks, but it somehow retains the 
ability to apply pressure to big fish when 
required. it comes with three really fine 
carbon quivertips rated at 1oz, 1.5oz and 2oz. 

There’s also a 10ft/11ft version of this fine 
rod if you need a bit of extra range.

i also got the chance to fish with the 11ft, 
two-piece Pellet waggler rod. with a 2lb-8lb 
reel line rating it’s another little cracker with 
a perfect blend of power and poise. 

a 12ft Pellet waggler variant and a 12ft 
Feeder rod complete the new Match winner 
line-up.

Daiwa hasn’t released any new match reels 
so i teamed my rods with an old favourite of 
mine. it’s a long time since i last fished with 
the six ball bearing Harrier Match (RRP 
£54.99) but it reminded me that this is a great 
little reel for the money with bags of winding 
power perfectly suitable for commercial pool 
hauling sessions.

The compact float 2553 size Harrier sat on 
the little bomb rod and the slightly larger 
3053 size matched nicely with the 11ft float 
rod. all five rods have an RRP of £199.99.
z www.daiwasports.co.uk

Dave’s verdict 
Rods for life! 

Slim in girth but substantial in power Daiwa’s 
latest Match Winner rods are outstanding

Float and feeder 
rods performed 

beautifully

The bomb rod in 9ft 
mode shows its class 
action with a decent 
but unseasonal tench 


